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Abstract:
Study on the use of Instagram has bloomed in EFL teaching learning process. Instagram is one of the favorite SNSs among students. This research aims to discover the effect using Instagram combined with Word Map strategy as learning tool in developing students’ vocabulary by involving 64 Islamic junior high school students. They were asked to do vocabulary level test to measure their mastery in vocabulary. In supporting the data, a questionnaire was also distributed to the treatment group. A quasi-experimental design was employed during the study. A two-way ANOVA was used to analyze the data. The findings revealed that applying Word Map strategy with Instagram significantly improved students’ vocabulary from 11% for the control group to 18.98% for the treatment group. Hence, developing Word Map strategy with mobile application integration to improve students’ writing skill within EFL curriculum is worth investigating.
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INTRODUCTION

Generally, teaching vocabulary in English as a foreign language does not become primary thing and tend to be ignored in classroom activity. Teachers teach vocabulary by memorizing, repeating, translating and finding the difficult words by dictionary (Alizadeh, 2016). Teachers do those kind of strategies because they are easy to apply in class and do not need a lot of preparation. On the previous study, Ahour and Berenji (2015) applied repetition and recalling of words using Iranian learners and found that the result was good but in short term memory. Teachers tend to teach vocabulary without giving opportunity to the learners to think analytically and critically because teaching vocabulary becomes second focus for the teachers in teaching English. The teaching and learning process is directly directed only on the word to be learned without relating to the context (Schmitt, 2000). Therefore, thinking both critically and analytically are needed so that the learners can have proper learning and chance to have great experience in learning English as foreign language by letting the students to observe, discuss, and analyze the words given.

To overcome such a problem, there are many techniques and methods can be applied in teaching vocabulary to English foreign learners. The techniques and methods are applied to the students to comprehend, analyze and use the information both in individual or group (Kafadar, 2013). According to O’Malley and Chamot in 1995 mentioned that the techniques should provide the cognitive aspect combined with social affective experience. Supporting that statement, Yusuf (2013) mentioned that giving the student the experience of understanding deeper cognitive skill with social affective in teaching learning process increased the intelligence and skill in processing the information to the students. In line with that, Sanjaya (2006) claimed that students who got those experience show greater contribution in teaching learning process rather than the students who did not get the experience.

Few researches conducted teaching vocabulary with word map strategy. They claimed that the strategy was effective in developing vocabulary for English learners (Abdel Rahman, 2013; Utami, 2016). Therefore, there is none of the study in applying word map strategy with technology as supporting medium that now has mushroomed in teaching learning process.

Technological advancing progress have opened a whole new world of opportunities for foreign language learners to interact and engage with many sources and methods. There has been a spiking interest in researching informal foreign language learning using new digital media that can be accessed online, such as blogs, music,
and videos series (e.g., Sockett, 2014; Sockett & Toffoli, 2012; Toffoli & Sockett, 2010; Alhamami, 2014). Dunan (2011) said that since mid 1600-s the massive usage of technology in many fields has also give rise to education domain advancement. However, the exponential growth of technology in each era has different effect and usage on teaching learning process system. Social media is one of the emerging technology that has gratified people’s life which ease the people to communicate without any meaningful restraint. One of the most well-known social media is Instagram (Knight-McCord et al., 2016) which offer the user to capture their moment life through a series of pictures or videos and post them on their own account (Hu, 2014). Their follower could freely give feedback by giving like or comment to the user’s post. Since Instagram’s content primary language is English, it is easy to find videos and materials supporting teaching English in many occasions and subjects (Qisthi & Arifani, 2020).

In additional, using technology in teaching learning process can optimize the managing of time schedule that sometimes become main problem in the teaching and learning process. By using technology, students can do self-learning to develop their vocabulary (Maruf & Anjeli, 2020). In reporting, the students can report the progress to their teachers by showing their historical search, following accounts, commenting and tracking records.

From those issues, the researcher is interested to conduct this study to use word map method combined with social media, such as Instagram to get to know the significant different in teaching vocabulary. The application of this combination is also improve the individualist and collaborative students self-learning because it can be worked in both strategies. Moreover, the researcher eagers to prove that the combination can fulfill the need of thinking critical and analytical in teaching vocabulary and shares creativity that can be applied in teaching EFL classroom.

**METHOD**

a. **Research Design**

This research was used in an experimental design by using quantitative approach. The purpose of experimental study is to determine if a specific treatment influences an outcome. The researcher did this study by presenting a specific treatment to one group and withholding it from another and then analyzing how both groups scored on an outcome (Ary, 2006 as cited in Fitri, 2020).

The researcher used quasi experimental design to measure the data score of the participants in pre and posttest, which it is non-randomized sample for pre-test and post-test. It was done to find out whether there is significant effect of word map strategy using Instagram to develop students’ vocabulary. The design chart can be seen in figure below:

Table 1. Non-Randomized Subjects, pre-test and post-test quasi experiment design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>Y1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Y1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Y2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Y1 : The pre-test which is administered before the treatment  
X: The treatment  
Y2 : The post-test which is administered after the treatment
b. Procedures

The research procedures in this study can be implied as illustrate in figure below:

```
Planning
Pre-test
Teaching and Learning Process (4 meetings)
Post-test

Control Group
a. The participant was class 8E, consists of 31 students.
b. The class was divided into 6 groups with 5 until 6 members.
c. The class was treated with word map strategy without Instagram as the main source of teaching learning process.
d. Text book was the main source of teaching learning process.

Treatment Group
a. The participant was class 8F, consists of 33 students.
b. The class was divided into 6 groups with 5 until 6 members.
c. The class was treated with word map strategy and used Instagram as the main source of teaching learning process.
```

c. Participants

The participants of this research were eight grade students at SMP Islam Manbaul Ulum Gresik in the academic year of 2019-2020. There were six classes with 192 students in total. The researcher gave all the classes pre-test in order to know which classes has the same homogeneity. The researcher analyzed mean score of pre-test score of each classes and decided which classes would be participated. After analyzing, the researcher took two classes as the participants of the research. They were class of 8E with 31 students and another class of 8F with 33 students. 8E was representative of control group while 8F for treatment/experimental group. The research was conducted in January to February 2020. The data of the research was divided into two terms. They were the teaching learning process research data in January 2020, and the questionnaire data was taken in February 2020.

d. Instruments

In this research, the researcher used test as instrument to collect the data and questionnaire to support the data analysis. Both of the group experienced pre and post test to measure the vocabulary master. Therefore pre-test was also administrated to all eighth grade classes to know the homogeneity among six classes in the school. The questionnaire was then given to treatment group to answer the second statement of the problem in this research after the treatment group did the post test.

In this research, the researcher used vocabulary level test. It was originally developed by Nation (1983) and then updated by Schmitt. In order to determine the development, Schmitt and Clapham (2001) used vocabulary level test to the test takers to know the form-meaning connections of words. The test had been validated by Webb, Sasao and Balance in 2017. This test was consisted of 30 questions each level with the same proportion of noun, verb and adjective. It was applied to know at how well students comprehended English words by matching the main question word to the multiple choice answers.

A set of questionnaires with 14 closed-ended items are distributed to treatment group, consists of 33 students after having treatment. The questionnaire is adapted based on two existing studies by Elsayyed Sanad (2016) and Yuni akhiar et al. (2017), who had examined the suitability of social media, Facebook and Instagram as an educational learning tool. The adapted items were tested for its reliability using the Cronbach’s Alpha Test to investigate the internal consistency of the question items within the questionnaire. A set of questionnaires with
14 closed-ended items are distributed to treatment group, consists of 33 students after having treatment. The questionnaire is adapted based on two existing studies by Elsayyed Sanad (2016) and Yuni akhiar et al. (2017), who had examined the suitability of social media, Facebook and Instagram as an educational learning tool. The adapted items were tested for its reliability using the Cronbach’s Alpha Test to investigate the internal consistency of the question items within the questionnaire.

e. **Data Analysis**

After the data was collected, then it follow by data analyzing. It was conducted to be able to interpret the data which obtained from the test. Data analysis was aimed to answer the research problem which the data presented from pre-test and post-test. SPSS version 17.0 was used by the researcher to compute descriptive statistic.

Assumptions for the independent t-test were: (1) Independence: Observations within each sample had to be independent (they did not influence each other). (2) Normal distribution: The scores in each population had to be normally distributed. (3) Homogeneity of variance: The two populations should have equal variances (the degree to which the distributions were spread out was approximately equal). In this study the researcher did not need normality distribution because the sample of this study was not from random population, so this study just needed homogeneity to know the samples were homogeneous or not.

the data from questionnaire analyzed by using percentage, the researcher applied the formula as follows:

\[ P = \frac{Fq \times 100\%}{N} \]

In which:

- \( P \) = Percentage
- \( F \) = Frequency of Item
- \( N \) = Total Sample (Sugiyono, 2014: 45).

To rate the frequency and percentage of students’ perception toward the usage of Instagram in developing vocabulary the researcher uses criteria:

a. 76-100 = Very High
b. 56-75 = High
c. 26-55 = Low
d. 0-25 = Very Low (Sugiyono, 2014:20)

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Results**

In this research, the researcher used test as instrument to collect the data and questionnaire to support the data analysis. Both of the group experienced pre and post test to measure the vocabulary master. Therefore pre-test was also administrated to all eighth grade classes to know the homogeneity among six classes in the school. The questionnaire was then given to treatment group to answer the second statement of the problem in this research after the treatment group did the post test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12.91</td>
<td>5.141</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>( t = -1.508 )</td>
<td>0.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10.81</td>
<td>5.950</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In which:

- \( df \) = degree of freedom
- SD = standard deviation
Table 3. Means and Standard Deviation (SD) of Vocabulary Test Scores by Groups Pre-post Treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10.81</td>
<td>5.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>4.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12.91</td>
<td>5.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>6.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Vocabulary Score Improvement from Pre to Post by Group

Table 3 provided means and standard deviation of pre and post test for both groups. Result from two-way mixed ANOVA revealed a significant time effect for the two groups, $F (1, 62) = 26.430, p < 0.001$. However, no significant interaction time x group was found $F (1, 62) = 3.158, p = 0.08$. Further analysis using paired-sample t-test show development vocabulary in the treatment group, $t (32) = -5.40, p < 0.001$ as well as in the control group, $t(30) = -2.712, p = 0.038$.

As seen in the figure 1, this indicated both group performed better on their vocabulary scores at post-test. Nonetheless the treatment group show a 18.98% improvement compared to a 11% improvement for the control group, with the mean score of post-test control group was 12.00 correlated to post test of treatment group was 15.36. Figure 1 also displayed pre-post vocabulary scores by group. It also presented that the researcher concluded that students in the treatment group achieved better development on vocabulary test than the control group.

The descriptive statistics of questionnaire responses by 33 participants in the treatment group. In general, for each question, the students reported agree about the use of Instagram that had positive influence in learning English as foreign language. Moreover, the students claimed that Instagram could help the students in developing their vocabulary. They easily found new vocabulary as they observed through English account on Instagram and hashtag to aid them discovered new vocabulary. In addition, the combination between Instagram and word map prompted significant effect in gaining their vocabulary. The researcher concluded that the majority of the students in the treatment group had positive interest in learning and developing vocabulary through word map strategy and Instagram. The combination of the strategy and the tool presented by the researcher experienced the students to explore the vocabulary easily. Ramadhani in her thesis in 2017 also mentioned that Instagram facilitated the student high motivation and show...
great effect in learning vocabulary through Instagram.

Regarding to the average of the students’ perception towards word map strategy and Instagram in learning vocabulary, the researcher had calculated it by using Gay’s theory, where total score of questionnaire was divided with the total number of sample. If “strongly agree” was valued 5 and “strongly disagree” was valued 1, the result of the questionnaire mean was 3.69. It indicated that the students in the treatment group agreed that Instagram helped them in developing vocabulary with word map strategy.

Discussion

Instagram provided the students vocabulary library source, the richness of students in treatment group was better than the students in control group. Each students in treatment group had different way in gaining vocabulary through Instagram, they also followed different English account and searched new vocabulary from different hashtag so that they got different unfamiliar words too. When it was brought into the classroom, they exchanged their knowledge and made some discussions about the words. As a result, they got many new words from their own and from their peers. So when the students did word map strategy the students could build better relationship in linking word to other words in word map strategy. Laponsie in 2013 about the way Instagram helped the teacher in teaching learning process said that Instagram integrated into classroom activity could provide good medium for students to connect and engage with the lesson concept. The students would experience better knowledge by blending the Instagram with the classroom activity. Tan, Ladyshewsky & Gardner (2010) claimed that the students’ work, attitude, and feedback indicated that blended learning show creative learning and helped the students completed their creative works. They were able to interact, communicate, reflect, and learn from each other in a harmonic, supportive and peer assisted learning environment.

Furthermore, Instagram became fun learning English learning tool. The students show positive attitude towards Instagram. The researcher found that Instagram facilitated dynamic communication inside and outside the classroom. This strategy increased the student self-efficacy because they were confidence to study in their own and they were willing to share their knowledge among others. The blended learning made the students were able to pay attention, organize, and elaborate material effectively in teaching learning process (Zajacova, Scott, Lynch, & Espenshade, 2005; Heslin, & Klehe, 2006).

The class discussion about Instagram finding provided by the researcher also created a sense of community and belonging, it build the students’ social aspect too. Even more, when the researcher blended it with word map strategy the students established the social communication through some discussion and analysis. This study is supported by Palerangi et al., (2017) that there was positive impact through cooperation in group discussion. The students in the group motivated each other, exchanged ideas, concluded same perception and develop their social interaction well.

To sum up the description above, it was revealed that the students’ vocabulary mastery developed significantly after each classes received a four-time treatments by word map strategy. It was indicated by the mean score of posttest which was higher than the mean score of pretest. The increase of the mean declared that word map strategy had good impact on the students’ vocabulary mastery. However the use of Instagram in the treatment group show higher output than in control group. The data analysis show that the difference mean score of both group was 2.45 point higher. As a result, the combination of word map strategy and Instagram was more effective to develop students’ vocabulary.

CONCLUSION

Two statements of the problem became main focus in this research. Based on the finding and discussion about the effect of word map strategy using Instagram to develop students vocabulary in the previous chapter, the researcher drew conclusion that word map strategy had significantly effect in promoting students vocabulary on eight grade of SMP Islam Manbaul Ulum Gresik academic year of 2019/2020. It was proven by the data of the mean score that both of the control and treatment group show the development from the pre and posttest.

Therefore there was difference in increasing score of both groups. The control group reached 11% from pretest to posttest after having word map strategy without Instagram as the integration tool, while the treatment group increased into 18.98% after experiencing word map strategy and Instagram as learning tool to improve students’ vocabulary. Instagram was considered able to aid the students developing their mastery in vocabulary. It was supported by the overall mean score of the questionnaire. The mean score was 3.69 point. It indicated that the students agreed that Instagram became positive combination tool with word map strategy in learning vocabulary. The researcher also found that Instagram provided good source and reference to add new
vocabularies and get their meanings more easily than the students who did not get word map strategy and Instagram in the research
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